
Time (run a PB)

Completion (make it to the end)

Competitive (place in your age group, beat your mother?)

Social (run with a friend or family member)

           3. What type of goal is it?

5km              10km              Half Marathon Marathon Ultra

            2. What terrain is your major goal?

Trail Hilly, challenging course

Parkrun 50

Qualify for Boston

Best Age Grading at Parkrun

Run 3 marathons

Training Goals (run streak, annual mileage)

Other.

             5.  Other types of goals

First time running that distance

New race to run (tourism)

Not a new distance

             4. Is it a novel goal?

              1. What Distance is your major goal

Goal Setting Checklist

Road Race

Call 3870 2525

to make an appointment

for a personalised program
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Hello runners...

The number one goal you want from your running is to enjoy it. You can achieve this
with 3 simple steps:

Review your past year
Set new Goals
Create a plan

This week, I am going to take you through Step 2: Set new goals. 

I’d like to get this to you before the end of the year as I know many of you will be
already thinking about which races you want to do. To help you with this process, I
have made a simple checklist for you to use. 

There are 5 main sections in the checklist. It won’t take you long and you’ll be
surprised at how much better your running will be by focusing on what you want to
achieve. 

The final step after identifying your major goal race is to Create a training Plan   This
starts by looking at any other goal races you can add. It is important that these other
goal races complement rather than compromise your primary goal race. They must
not disrupt your training in the leadup to your primary goal race but instead will act
as stepping stones to run your best potential run in your most important race.

You can then make a list of all your races for the year and set a range of goals for each
of them. Your training program can then be built around these goal races and lead-up
races.  You need to have strong training weeks and recovery weeks so you can absorb
the stress of training and improve.  Your training needs to be targeted at the demands
you will encounter in your major goal race.

Finally, it is critical that you have the correct sharpening, taper and peaking plan so
that you can be in your best shape for your major goal race.  Too many runners waste
their months of training by doing the wrong things in the final few weeks.

I create individual training programs for runners through the intraining clinic at
iHealth Indooroopilly. You can book online or call 3870 2525 to book a time. The
first appointment requires 45 minutes with subsequent appointments every 6 weeks
taking 30 minutes.
  
Happy Running

Steve Manning
intraining Running Centre Podiatrist, Level 4 Coach (AT& FCA)
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https://automedsystems.com.au/ams/clinics/37/fiveways-surgery-taringa-4068/doctors?_ga=2.147986743.1251335919.1703030839-1632178547.1694776424

